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About This Game

Riot in space... The committee of intergalactic travel decided to build a new star route, Star Route 66. At first the kingdom of
Flee was happy to get connected to the gigantic network connecting the whole galaxy. The small empire would grow strong

again and nobody can refuse the wealth that usually comes with a star route connection. After completion and a few accidents it
turned out that flying one of the smaller Flee space discs on an intergalactic travel route is a dangerous game. Because of their
small size the discs cannot be detected by the sensors of most star route travellers. The Flee uprising started when a member of
the Fleeish royal house crashed into a spaceship truck. Since then Flees have tried to block the route. Encouraged by the royal

house some of the space pirates joined in to fight the brave spaceship truckers just trying to make a delivery on time.

Spaceship Trucker is a 2D shooter. You are a spaceship trucker travelling down the dangerous star route. The Flees will try to
block your way through space and pirates want to steal your precious cargo. Watch out for meteors as well. In each level you'll

have to prove yourself worthy of being a spaceship trucker by fighting off dangerous boss enemies.
Good luck to you, brave spaceship trucker.
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Features:
- different levels
- alien formations

- various boss fights
- highscores list

- unlockable weapon systems
- achievements
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Title: Spaceship Trucker
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Dreamy Doe
Publisher:
Dreamy Doe
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 450

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 650 MB available space

English,German,Czech
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Pros
Complete control over your crew customization
Well thought out game mechanics
Easy to use controls
Fun to play
Haven't run into any bugs(Yet)

Cons
No tutorial
Frustrating

Deadnaut, is really not an accurate name for this game as more often then not im dead again. Luckly for me i can be a glutton
for punishment which this game has in spades.

Im mainly going to address my con list here as i feel like although the game has cons they are also part of the gameplay.

No tutorial is a con simply because there is so much to understand and if you just go straight to new game you'll just die
instantly with no idea why. Such as what each part of your UI does, took me three campaigns before i figured out where to see
what an enemies health was, and i still dont know how to see the HP of my own crew members.

Frustrating is certianly gonna happen, mostly at the start of the game because as mentioned before there is a small amount of
information given to you

Over all though it is a game i would recomend because although it is hard to understand and frustrating at times. It has the great
quality of being able to make you want to play it one more time because this time you know how to do it better.. Fun when
played with some friends on a big TV. App controller seems to work well enough. This is quite like (Super) Skidmarks of the
16bit era (Amiga\/Mega Drive), or Ivan 'Ironman' Stewarts' Super Off Road which was on a million systems. I enjoyed it for a
fiver and will be breaking out at a party again, in between Overcooked sessions!. Clicker games - a genre well-known for it's
shameless money grabs.
How do you compound it?
Add microtransactions.
Not recommended.
Gets boring quick.. Love the game, but to call it a simulator is not correct. As a former dairy farmer I can say that if it was this
easy in real life, I`d still be doing it...
I`m sure that if I jump in my tractor right now (Case IH 2007) and steer it into a brick wall that would be the end for it. AND
ever so often it needs service, I can't just drive and drive forever on it. This "simulator" lacks the realism of real life farming
and should therefore be called a farming/driving/arcade game!
But still, Its a great GAME that I can recommend to all who is interested in farming.

Updated 09.04.15:
Hopefully this review update takes care of my unfortunate misspelling of the word "tractor". I live in Norway where our native,
and first language is Norwegian, so I`m sorry if my spelling and/or grammar is a bit off when it comes to English.. Really fun
trippy open world 2d rpg, i dont want to spoil anything but the concept is really fun and the game does a lot with it :)
I enjoyed exploring the world and slowly poking my way through the content :)
Well worth a try, bargain for the price :)
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Kinda fun and addictive, is kinda ruined by the fact it hasn't been patched in months, half the achievements are bugged and half
the characters are locked for now. Doesn't look like any of the content missing is going to be patched in any time soon.. My
roommates and I play this game quite a bit in the co-op mode. I think that this game is one of those obscure, extremely well
made ones that somehow didn't have a good PR startup. It's beautiful.

Regarding the co-op, since we have more experience in that than anything else. I think it's worth mentioning that a lot of the
spell cards at first glance seem useless, or like they're just bad luck to find. After playing a few more games (they're fairly
quick, too), I don't think there's a single bad powerup, it's all in how you use it.

If anything, I think the game could benefit from a chart or lengthier tutorial about the co-op.. Great early access game with a
very active developer. They keep adding new features on a weekly basis with well documented change logs. Good
communication with the community.

OVR is a ton of fun. Ive been using it as a nice excuse to workout. I really get into it and move around the room a lot. The music
is pretty awesome, and very suiting for a lot of arm flailing and futile dodging.

I'm happy with my purchase.. I love this game so much :). Very very nice work frome the team Aerofly FS 2.I like the
animation people round this nice Airport KMRY. That do this airport much more realistic.I hope the team Aerofly FS 2 even
can do more animated airplane and vehicle in a further.Good work and thanks to Team Aerofly FS 2.. POSTED: 17 MARCH
ABANDONED GAME (DO NOT BUY)
===[ Audience: ]===
☐ Kids
☑ Everyone
☐ Casual players
☐ Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
☐ Potato
☑ Really bad
☐ Bad
☐ OK
☐ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Masterpiece

===[Price/quality: ]===
☐ Full price
☐ Wait for sale
☐ Average
☐ Refund it if you can
☑ Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
☐ 90' PC
☐ Minimum
☑ Medium
☐ Fast
☐ High end
☐ NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
☐ You just need 2 arms
☐ Ez
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard (first few hours)
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☐ Dark Souls
☑ Impossible

===[ Game time/length ]===
☑ Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
☐ Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
☐ Long ( 12+ hours) (SINGLEPLAYER)
☐ Endless (MULTIPLAYER)

===[ Story] ===
☑ It doesn't have
☐ Still better than Twilight
☐ Average
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
☑ Game itself is one big BUG
☐ Bugs destroying the game
☐ Lot of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☐ Nothing
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